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1. Introdnction 

Due to the revolutionary spreading of integrated technology, in the last 
few years, bipolar transistors and field effect transistors are utilized more and 
more in differential amplifiers. In operational amplifiers the excellent DC
properties of the symmetrical configuration, while in tuned amplifiers the low 
feedback of the differential amplifier are utilized. In both fields of application, 
differential amplifiers are also used as input stages. This fact necessitates to 
investigate the noise problems of differential amplifiers, taking the special 
configurations developed in integrated circuits into consideration. 
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2. Symbols 

Tbb, resistance noise 
shot noise of the emitter circuit 
common emitter small signal current gain 
electrone charge ~ 
Boltzmann co~stant 
absolute temperature 
actual differential bandwidth 
continnous (d. c.) emitter current 
the alternating component of continuous (d. c.) emitter current 
inverse collector-base current 
substrate-collector conductance noise 

~ collector bulk resistance noise 
Tg current distribution noise 

iZbO saturation current noise 
ex common base dynamic current gain 
A common base st~tic large signal 'Current gain 
j,. cut-off frequency of common base dynamic signal current gain 

3. Transistor noise 

The physical noise-equivalent model of a bipolar transistor IS well
known from e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. In case of planar technology transistors 
used in integrated circuits this model is modified by the presence of the sub
strate and a high, collector-side series resistance [1], [5]. 
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Starting from pre-dous results and from the equivalent circuit model 
III Fig. 1, the noise of hipolar transistor differential amplifiers had heen in
vestigated. 
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The equivalent circuit model gives no information concerning the he
haviour in the flicker range, this ·will he discussed later on. 
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Fig. 1 
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In case the noise of the differential amplifier is investigated on hasis 
of the complete equivalent circuit model of the transistor, a hadly organized, 
complex relation results. It is thus expedient to simplify the equivalent circuit 
model in Fig. 1, so that only the really important effects should come to light. 

Approximations: 

1 
2. --- ~ iZtl, where Zt IS the collector-side loading impedance 
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(2) 
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The resulting simplified equivalent circuit model is transformed in a 
way that the transistor noise is characterized by noise-current and noise
voltage sources reduced to input and by correlation factor interpreted between 
them [3]. Due to the difficulties to handle the correlation factor, the current 
and voltage generators will be diyided into totally correlated and not cor
related members. The resulting equiyalent circuit model T is seen in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 

Using symbols in Fig. 1 and (1), the individual generators are: 
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The similar suffix current and yoltage sources are totally correlated, hence 
their instant values change proportionally to each other maybe with a time 
lag. When writing up the equations the approximation Tbb'; Te < x/wee was 
applied. 
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Fig. 3 

The transistor of the equivalent circuit model T in fig. 2 will be considered 
below as noiseless and describable by any equivalent circuit model; from the 
point of noise characterization these are equivalent. As an example, the equiv
alent circuit model ;-c is shown in Fig. 3. 

4. The noise of constant current sources 

Prior to the noise investigation of differential amplifiers, the quantity 
of noise from the current generating device or stage of a differential transistor 
pair is to be determined. The usual constant current source solutions are seen 
in Fig. 4. The noise investigation is restricted to a medium frequency 
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range (above the flicker range but well below the cut-off frequencies), neglect
ing also the effect of the feedback capacitance; thus the results become 
comprehensive. 

In case of a simple resistance the evolYing noise current can be indicated 
without difficulty (see Fig. 4a): 

.? 
Lag1 == (4) 

In case the current source is a transistor stage (see Fig. 4b), the resultant 
collector noise current can be determined on basis of Fig. 2. Neglecting the 
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nOIse of the saturation current: 

i~a. = 4kT iJf X2 • 

0- [(REZ + Te) + (1- x) (Tbb' + Re))2 

(5) 

where Re = RI X R z . 
By reducing Re' the noise current diminishes, but a practical limit 

is imposed by the increase in base voltage divider current. In a given band 
the noise behaviour can be improved also by capacitively short circuiting the 

base voltage divider. If Re is low and also the condition RE2 > Te; Tob' 11 - o:i 
is met, then: 

(6) 

The resultant noise current can be reduced by increasing the resistance 
RE2 and applying a higher current gain factor transistor, at the given (d.c.) 
operating point. 

For a circuit diagram as in Fig. 4c, the value of the resultant noise cur
rent is, in general, rather intricate to determine, therefore it is initially sup

posed that R > Te1 ; Te2 ; I"bb' and I"bb'l = I"bb'2 = Tbb' and thus 

1 1. 
2/311"e1 J 

(7) 

If the (d.c.) operating points and the transistors are perfectly equal, then 

l"e1 = l"e2 = I"e and Xl = X 2 = X: 

'2 _ 4kT ,ff __ X_ - re ~I"bb' -L [ ]" { ') 
laa3 - , Ll I 

b 2 - X [re + I"bb,(l-x))2 

+ 2 [ 1 2;l"e J. (8) 

In case of a higher current gain factor the noise current is of lower intensity. 
With the condition of X r-../ 1, 

(9) 
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5. Recording the complete noise equivalent circuit model 

It is oIn-ious that a differential amplifier can be characterized by two 
transistors, two load impedances, a current source and the impedances ter
minating the two inputs. In case the behaviour is investigated from the point 
of noise, the internal impedance of the "current source" may be assumed 
to be negligible beside the input impedance of the commoned emitter point. 
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Fig. 5 
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Further approximations: the fOb' and the current gain factor of the two 
transistors is equal, the effect of saturation current noise is neglected and the 
feedback capacitance is omitted. To achieve a simpler form of the equation, 
the noise of the current source is characterized by an equivalent resistance, 
where: 

R = 4kT ilf 
e ... ) 

lag 
(10) 

In this case the entire nOIse equiyalent circuit model is formed according to 
Fig. 5. 

To simplify computations, current sources L2 can be replaced by tw-o, 
perfectly correlated generators (Fig. 6). 
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For the output voltages: 

LT _ Y. LT' 
i ki1 ---. U- Y. LT" 

/d2 =-
reI re2 

_ _ (F' U") TJ hI - TJ /;i2 = - X - - -- • 
reI r e2 

(11) 

Let us assume that the impedances terminating the inputs are real. 
The control of the differential amplifier may be reduced to three types: 

similar to egl , the voltage sources series connected 'with input No: 1., similar 
to eg2 , the voltage sources series connected with input No. 2., and similar to 
iag current sources feeding a common emitter point, carry out the control. 

Y. 
Introducing the symbol S = ----------------

reI 
following transfer characteristics can be 

Uw _ SR 
-- cl' 

U/;il _ SR 
- Cl' 

U/;i2 _ SR 
- C2' 

U/dZ _ SR 
---- C2' 

eg'l 

U/dZ SR [ I (R I ) (1 )] -.- = c2 rei -;- gl -;- rbb' - X 

l'ag 

6. Noise figure determination 

(12) 

For this purpose resultant characteristics, u~il; u~i2 and (u/d~ - u!;i2)2 

respectively, have to be determined, due to different noise sources (depending 
on the character of the output) and these have to be related to the value 
resulting from the noise of source impedance. 

Let the internal resistance of the useful signal source be Rgl . 
Introduce symbol D = (A [x[2)/lxI2. 
Now, three noise figures can be interpreted, depending on the output 
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of the stage: a symmetrical and two asymmetrical ones: 

F - 1 1 Rg~ 2TOb' , 
---t-S -::-- """"1--. . R 

gl 

-+- IX,2 hb' + Rd2 D 

2Rg1 Te~ 

Rg1 

F'a2 = 1 
Rg2 1 2Tol)' --,--
Rg1 Rg1 

(Rg2 + Too,)(l - x)F 

Rg1 R c 

(13) 

(14) 

-,--,---,-,,-,,--_R..."-g=1)_2 D + [Te1 (Rn + fOb') (1 - x))2 (15) 
2Rgl T cl Rg1 Re 

a) Let us examine first the noise figure evolution at medium frequency 

(assuming x = aD = A), if ReI = RC2 = Rc; Te1 = Te2 = fe; Rgl = Rg2 = Rg 

(for current stability) and 1 - a o ~ l. 
In this case the symmetrical noise figure pertaining to the asymmetrical 

input control: 

(16) 

This value is just the double of the noise figure valid for the common emitter 
stage delivered by the Nielsen formula [4], (a noise figure loss by 3 dB) 

If the differential amplifier is controlled at both inputs (i.e. both Rgl 

and Rg2 are "useful source resistances "), the noise figure coincides with 
that of a single common emitter stage. 
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In case of an asymmetrical output, the situation is of similar character, 
though the fifth and sixth term in (14) and (15) differ, and there is a surplus, 
the seventh term due to the current source noise, which now differs from zero 
as against the symmetrical case. 

b) As a second and practically interesting case let us investigate the one, 
when Rg2 ~ RgI but the other conditions in item a) are fulfilled. In this case 

[ re + rbb' 

F',;~ = 1 + Rg2 + 2rbb' + ~ + =-------------'--'-'-'-
~ R R R '>(J R gl gl gl ~ 0 re gl 

'>r ' 
F_=I...L~ 

s" I R 
gl 

(17) 

hence the value of the noise figure may be by about 3 dB, lower than aecording 
formula (16). 

r;, r 

Fig. 7 

In case of an asymmetrical output the situation is similar except that 
the noise of the current source is of a higher importance. 

c) Supposing that in the investigated frequency range the common 
emitter current gain factor is well above 1, and that the feedback capacitance 
effect may be neglected, the frequency dependence of the noise figure can be 
traced back to the variation of the D factor. Using approximation A = oc o' 
the value of D will have an ascent of 6 dB/octave, the pole frequency of D 
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is ill "'-' ijl Accordingly, at high frequency the noise figure incr~ases 
by a slope of 6 dBjoctaH. Completing the inyestigation under item a) by a 
frequency dependence (Fig. 7): 

(18) 

7. The effect of feedhack capacitance 

If cuCc > I fre, the noise figure is also influenced hy Cc, especially for low 
(d.c.) operating point currents. For the sake of simplicity only the case of 
symmetrical input and output will be considered as this is the most common 
in high frequency application. 

Applying the data from (3), the noise figure is eyidently: 

r··' r 'x....:....J·co(r .. ,....:....Rg)C 12 F = 1 ....:.... ~ ....:.... _e_ . 00 c ..J.... 
sz :. . : ! 

Rg Rg cc - JW re Cc i 

cc - jw re Cc 
(19) 

The qualitative eyaluation of formula (19) giyes the expected result 
that feedhack reduces the relatiye yalue of noise components resulting both 
from current distrihution and emitter current (i.e., the noise figure). In case 
of multi-stage amplifiers, this reduction is not completely unequivocal, as 
Cc reduces also the power gain, thus the effect of the noise of suhsequent stages 
may be important. A detailed investigation of this phenomenon is heyond 
the scope of the present study. 

8. Noise and noise figure at low frequency 

The equiyalent circuit diagram in Fig. 1 characterizes the transistor 
noise only in the so-called shot noise range. According to measurements, other 
two noise effects emerge in the low frequency range, determinative for the 
transistor noise figure, below a given cut-off frequency. These two noise types 
are the so-called flicker noise and the so-called burst noise with characteristic 
impulse wa v-e form [7], [8], [9]. From the physical point of view hoth can be 
attrihuted to the hase emitter junction, acceptably exact data are, hO'weyer, 
available only from measurements, as the real causes of these noises are not 
yet cleared up [9], [10]. Besides, the burst noise may not be equally intense 
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for transistors of the same type even some may be perfectly noiseless. In 
the folio'wing, this latter case will be ignored. Fig. 8 shows the equivalent 
circuit model, valid in low frequences, where, according to [8]: 

}' "V 1 and 8 "V -1 (20) 

In this approximation the r.m.s. value of the current belonging to the 
flicker noise SOluce, is directly proportional to the base current and inversely 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9 

proportional to the frequency [7], [8], while the llOlse current is totally Ill

dependent from the voltage and current of the other noise generators. 
In a symmetrical input and symmetrical output arrangement, if Rgl = 

Rgz = Rg; rel = re~ = re; RCI = Rc~ = Rc, the narrow band noise figure 
can be written as: 

where: K'=~ 
4kT 

The frequency dependence of the noise figure is seen in Fig. 9. 

(21) 
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The bottom cut-off frequency value is from (21): 

(22) 

Applying the expression (22), the noise figure simplifies into: 

(23) 

9. The relationship hetween the noise figure and the hand,vidth 

Until the noise power spectral density as a function of frequency, is 
constant and not function of frequency, the resultant noise figure is also 
frequency-independent. In the low frequency and high frequency ranges, the 
noise figure depends, however, also on the noise bandwidth of the system. 
The so-called broadband noise figure has an importance primarily in the low 
frequency range, as the relative bandwidth is great, in general, and thus a 
narro·w band noise figure erroneous to describe the noise properties of the 
system. 

In case of an ideal, infinite cut-off slope filter ·with frequency limits 
f1 and f2 , the broad bandwidth noise figure can be calculated by applying 
relationshi p (23): 

F" ~ 2[1 
if f2 > f1 . 

2 
(24) 

If the transmission is hindered by a low-pass RC filter of pole frequency 
f"2 and a high-pass RC filter of pole frequency f1 , the expression is modified 
into: 

In both cases, pole frequency f2 is lower than 1" in Fig. 7. 
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10. Practical viewpoints 

a) If the differential amplifier is applied as a tuned amplifier, it has to be 
connected to the input by a transformer (tuned circuit). Let the secondary 
side impedance of the transformer be Rg and assuming small signal operation 
in case of a symmetrical drive. the nOlse figure is: 

(26) 

while III case of an asymmetrical drive: 

F' = F(Rn = Rg , Rg~ = 0) . (27) 

b) In case of broad bandwidth amplifiers, it is not expedient to apply 
a transformer as it is difficult to provide it with the suitable band width, and 
it can generate excess noises or even pick up external noises. In such cases 
the amplifier is mostly fed from asymmetrical output sources. From the point 
of bias stability, d.c. voltage amplifiers, should be supplied with equal resist
ances terminating the inputs (Rg = R), (Fig. 10). 

F' = F(Ral = Ra, Ra>, = R) . o 0 0_ 
(28) 

c) With RC-coupled amplifiers, high, d.c. loop gain can be brought about 
even in case there is no a.c. feedback (Fig. ll). Even the d.c. input terminals 
may not be identical, and from the point of a.c., highly different impedances 
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Fig. 10 
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;) Periodicu Polytcchnica El. X. YII 1. 
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may exist on the t-wo sides. This fact enables the approximation of the noise 
figure of common emitter stages. In the case shown in Fig. 11: 

17' = F(Rgl = Rg , RgZ = 0) (29) 

d) In feedback amplifiers the situation is similar saye that the noise 
generated by the resistances of the feedback network has to be reckoned with. 
If the entire amplifier output resistance is negligible, then in most cases the 
resultant noise figure can be determined without difficulty. 

Rg 
...---c:J----l + 

Fig. 12 

Fig. 13 

For non-inverting amplifiers (Fig. 12): 

(30) 

For inverting amplifiers (Fig. 13): 

(31) 

e) The noise resistance of current sources (10) is generally negligible in 
cases a) and b) in Fig. 4. (4); (6). 

The equivalent resistance of the two-transistor current source applied 
in monolithic integrated circuits may, however, influence the noise figure, 
especially in case of an asymmetrical output (7). 

As an example optimum source resistance and minimum noise figure 
have been computed in three operating point of a sample-transistor, and co m-
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plied in Tables 1 and 2 using the following data and assumptions: 

UT 
reI = re') = re = --

- le 

rbb'l = Tbb'2 = rbb' = 300 ohm 

f301 = /3 02 = f30 = 300. 

Table 1 

The current dependence of symmetrical and asymmetrical 
noise figures and optimal source resistances in case of the current source 

indicated in Figure 4c 
Rgl = RR2 = R g, and RC! = RC2 RC' respectively 

le 10 [LA 100 [LA 1 mA 

re 2 kohm 260 ohm 26 ohm 

F szopt 2.13 2.22 2.66 

Rgopt(sz) 50 kohm 8.2 kohm 2,25 kohm 

Fa20pt = Falopt 2.26 2,53 4.13 

R gopt(a) 92 kohm 16.8 kohm 4 ?~ ,_I kohm 

Re = 4kT LJf/i~g 885 ohm 23.3 ohm 0.305 ohm 

Table 2 

The current dependence of symmetrical and asymmetrical noise figures 
and optimal source resistances in case of the current source 

to be seen in Figure 4c 
Rgl = Rg; Rg2 = 0; R;l Rc~ = Rc 

le 10 [L.A 100,uA 1 IllA 

re 2.6 kohm 260 ohm 26 ohm 

Fszopt 1.09 1.16 1.47 

R gopt (sz) 83.4 kohm 11.6 kohm 2.96 kohm 

Fa20pt 1.18 1.4 2.73 

Rgopt(a) 127 kohm 23.5 kohm 5.5 kohm 

Re = 4kT LJf/i~g 885 ohm 23,3 ohm 0.305 ohm 

67 

(32) 

The transistors of the current source were regarded as similar to the transistors 
of the long-tailed pair. It was assumed that the conditions in formula (8) 
are valid and also that the current of the source is two times that of one of the 
differential transistors. The current dependence of p, the flicker effect and the 
high frequency behaviour had been neglected. 

On basis of the results obtained the following may be stated: 
1. In case of asymmetric drive, the asymmetrical input termination 

IS more favourable from the point of noise. 

5* 
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2. In case of high current and asymmetrical output the noise of the 
current source much influences the noise figure. 

3. The optimum noise figure indicated for one transistor can be achieved 
only in case of symmetric drive and symmetric output. 

4. From the point of noise the most favourable circuit configuration 
is the current source supplied only with resistance (see Fig. 4a). 

5. The noise figure of the input stage in multi-stage, feedback amplifiers 
is minimal, if the terminating resistance on the non-driven input is of a low 

value. (See Ri X R2 = R.l and R 3 , in Fig. 12 and 13, respectively.) 
6. In monolithic integrated circuit amplifiers the bias current of the 

transistors of the input stage, as well as the type of the current source are 
given, thus the noise factor proper to the applied source resistance has made up. 
There is no possibility for optimation in such a case. 
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Summary 

The noise prohlems of differential amplifiers are discussed in case of synunetrica 
and asymmetrical input and output. ::-Iew and more accurate results were ohtained than in 
noise investigations [1] using simple, two-stage cascaded transistor amplifiers. ::'Ioises from 
different type current sources have heen examined. The applied mode of treatment permits 
to determine the noise factors of transistorized differential amplifiers and the value of optimum 
source resistance in case of an arhitrary circuit configuration. Finally, some points of view 
are given for the circuit configuration of low·noise input stages. 
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